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The hippocampal
formation
(HF) functions
in two domains
of memory:
spatial and nonspatial
associative
memory.
The HF includes the hippocampus
proper, the dentate gyrus, and the subicular
complex.
Studies of spatial correlates of HF neuronal
activity have revealed that a subject’s
location
in space can impose critical constraints
on patterns of neuronal
activity in the HF. This report compares
monkey HF neuronal
responses
in two kinds of stimulusresponse
association
tasks (go/no-go
tasks with symmetrical reinforcement).
In a place-dependent,
conditional,
stimulus-response
association
(PCA) task, the subject’s
location was the condition
upon which stimulus
(object)behavioral
response
association
depended.
In a place-independent,
simple, stimulus-response
association
(ISA)
task, the object-behavioral
response
contingency
was independent
of the subject’s
location.
Of 329 neurons recorded,
the activity of 88 increased
or
decreased
significantly
in response
to the presentation
of
an object during the PCA task. Responses
of 17 neurons
depended
differentially
on specific combinations
of object,
place, and behavior in the PCA task (specific-combination
neurons).
These specific-combination
responses
do not
simply reflect object-behavioral
response
association
in
the PCA task, since neuronal
responses
in the same object-behavioral
response
association
were not restored in
the ISA task in which there was no dependence
on the subject’s location. This suggests
the influence
of location on
HF neuronal
responses
in object-behavioral
response
association
when the subject’s
location is imposed as a condition. Responses
of 12 neurons differentiated
the kind of
object in the PCA task (object-differential
neurons).
In the
ISA task, most object-differential
responses
diminished
or
disappeared.
Since the HF object-differential
responses
occurred
in all locations,
these responses
were probably
elicited by the conditions
imposed by the PCA task. Characteristics
of the two neuron types suggest that HF neurons encode both stimulus
percept and attributes
such as
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the place where the stimulus
is presented
and the conditional relation imposed in the task.
[Key words: hippocampal
formation,
monkey, neuronal
activity, go/no-go
task, subject’s
location,
conditional
association]

The hippocampalformation (HF), which here includes the hippocampusproper, the dentate gyrus, and the subicularcomplex,
is consideredby someto be the highest stageof the association
cortex. It receives the final outputs from the associationcortices
(Witter et al., 1989; Amaral and Insausti, 1990; Felleman and
Van Essen, 1991) and is essentialto someclassesof memory
(Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991). Dependenceof memory on the
HF is evident in both spatial and nonspatial domains;animals
and humanswith selective hippocampaldamageshow deficits
in tasksthat require spatial(Morris et al., 1982;Parkinsonet al.,
1988; Gaffan and Harrison, 1989) or nonspatialmnemonicprocesses(Scoville and Milner, 1957; Mishkin, 1978; Zola-Morgan
and Squire, 1990).
Single neuron studiesof behaving animalshave yielded neuronal correlates of HF functions, and some clues to neuronal
processesin the HF have emerged.Two distinct coursesof study
have been followed: one is a seriesof studiesof rat “place”
cells (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe and Conway,
1978; McNaughton et al., 1983; Muller and Kubie, 1987; for
review, Eichenbaumet al., 1992) that are selectively active in
particular locations of the subject. Some reported influence of
environmental manipulation on place cell firing (O’Keefe and
Speakman,1987; Breeseet al., 1989), and somereported place
cells that are temporally correlated with the subject’sbehavior
(Wible et al., 1986; Wiener et al., 1989). Wilson and McNaughton (1993) reported that place cells may form an ensembleto
representspace,and this could be used to identify the location
of the animal. Recently, we reported place-relatedneuronsin the
monkey HF (Ono et al., 1991, 1993a,b)that are comparableto
the rat place cells. Using a paradigmin which the monkey could
change the location of a motorized movable device in which it
was riding while performing an operant task, we found several
neuronaltypes including onethat changedactivity when the subject changedlocation, and one that respondedselectively to task
cues,dependingon the subject’slocation. Taken together, these
studiessuggestthat spatial influence due to change in the subject’s location is an important determinantof HF neuronal responses.
Other studiesalsohave shownHF involvement in associative
learning. If the hippocampusis damaged,there are deficits in
performing tasks that require associationbetween a particular
stimulusand the location at which the stimulusis presented(Pat-
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kinson et al., 1988), and association between a particular stimulus and the behavioral response that the stimulus indicated
(Rupniak and Gaffan, 1987). In similar tasks, some neurons selectively responded to a specific association between a stimulus
and the location in which it was presented (Rolls et al., 1989;
Feigenbaum and Rolls, 1991), and responded to an association
between a particular stimulus and the indicated response (Watanabe and Niki, 1985; Miyashita et al., 1989; Cahusac et al.,
1993). Recently, Gaffan and Harrison (1989) showed that an HF
lesion impairs acquisition of the task that requires a conditional
stimulus (object)-response
association based on the views of the
same environmental
cues from different directions. This shows
a good example of HF role on relational representation
of multiple factors such as environmental
spatial cues, the subject’s
location, and behavioral responses (Eichenbaum
et al., 1993).
The present study was designed to investigate HF neuronal
activity of monkeys during performance of two tasks; one was
a modified version of the task by Gaffan and Harrison (1989),
that incorporates two important determinants, associative learning and spatial influence. The place-dependent
conditional stimulus-response
association (PCA) task used in the present study
required conditional association of the object and the behavioral
response based on the subject’s location. The other was a placeindependent
simple stimulus-response
association (ISA) task
that required simple object-behavioral
response association with
no relation to the subject’s location. Although these two tasks
are go/no-go tasks with symmetrical reinforcement,
the association structure defined by the dimensions implicit in associations
(e.g., number of item, whether it is conditional),
was more complicated in the conditional
PCA than in the ISA task. The stimulus object pair and the object-behavioral
response contingencies in both tasks were identical, but object-behavioral
response
contingency was conditional
upon place-object
relations in the
PCA task, and it was constant in the ISA task. Analyses of the
response patterns in these two tasks should disclose the influence
of the subject’s location on HF neuronal responses to specific
association such as particular stimulus-behavior
association, and
influence of association structure on HF neuronal responses.

Materials and Methods
Animals and experimental apparatus. Two male adult monkeys (Mucaca fuscata), weighing 3.7 and 4.5 kg, were used. A monkey was
restrained painlessly in a stereotaxic apparatus by a surgically fixed
acrylic head holder and sat in a 0.7 X 0.8 X 0.85 m high cab, which
was set in a 2.5 X 2.5 m field located in a 5 X 6 m experimental room
(Fig. IA), as previously described (One et al., 1991, 1993a,b). In the
present task, the monkey had no control over the movement or position
of the cab. During a recording session, eye movement was monitored
by electrooculograms (EOG). The room contained several readily identified landmarks, such as a stereomicroscope, a refrigerator, a table, a
rack, and some experimental devices. The monkey always faced toward
the right side of Figure 1B. The cab was moved horizontally from one
location to another by electric motors under preprogrammed computer
control. The front, left, and right walls of the cab were made of halfmirrored Plexiglas, and the rear wall was a steel plate symmetrically
equipped with two lamps (cab lamps) and two speakers on the inside.
The landmarks in the room could be seen from inside of the cab through
the half-mirrored walls when the cab lights were extinguished. The
upper part of the front wall also contained a double half-mirrored I.5
X 15 cm shutter just above an operant responding lever. There was an
illuminated stage for object presentation behind the shutter and an object on the stage was visible to the monkey through the shutter when
the stage lamp was on. Juice, controlled by an electromagnetic valve,
was delivered from a tube that projected through the rear wall.
Behavioral tusks. Two kinds of symmetrically reinforced go/no-go
tasks were used with the same familiar stimulus objects. The two tasks
used in the experiment were stimulus-response association tasks that
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differed in their association structures. In the PCA task, the objectbehavioral response association was conditional upon the subject’s location. The ISA task was easier because it required only identification
of the object to elicit a behavioral response. When appropriate, the ISA
task was reversed to allow comparison between the neuron responses
to the same stimulus objects with the same behavioral response contingency in the two tasks.
Place-dependent conditional stimulus-response association (PCA)
tusk. The cab was always placed in one of the four corners of the
experimental field (place I, II, III, or IV), and it was moved by the
experimenter in a pseudorandom order after each trial. In each trial the
order was as follows: arousal tone, presentation of the outside view
(place phase), presentation of one of two familiar objects, which were
different colored blocks (object phase) in place I or II. In place I, a red
block required the monkey to release the lever (go trial), and a blue
block required holding the lever (no-go trial) to obtain a few drops of
juice (symmetrical reinforcement). In place II, the behavioral responses
indicated by the two objects were reversed; a red block required holding
the lever (no-go trial) and a blue block required release of the lever (go
trial) to obtain a reward. There were thus four correct combinations of
place, object, and behavior in the PCA task (place I-red-go, place Iblue-no-go, place II-red-no-go, place II-blue-go). In places III and IV,
there was no task requirement, no reward, and no analysis. The use of
the intervening positions without task performance was intended to diminish the subject’s association of frequency or direction, or vestibular
influence due to cab motion with the behavioral response required to
perform the task. Trials occurred at a rate of one every 50-60 sec.
Each trial (Fig. 1C) began when the monkey pressed and held a
response lever after a 3040 set intertrial interval (ITI). After holding
the lever 4-6 set (control phase), a pure tone (I 700 Hz, I set) to alert
the monkey was presented. After a 1 set delay following the tone, the
inside cab lamps were turned off for 3 set (place phase). During the
place phase, the monkey could see outside of the cab through the halfmirrored cab walls. The inside cab lamps were again turned on, and
after another I set delay an object behind the half-mirrored shutter was
illuminated for 1 set (object phase). When the object indicated go at
that location (go trial), the monkey was required to release the response
lever within 2 sec. If the monkey responded correctly, a reward of
approximately 0.2 ml of orange juice was presented for 2 set after
another 1 set delay (a correct trial). If the monkey failed to respond
correctly, a 620 Hz buzzer tone was presented and reward was withheld
(an error trial). The time course of a no-go trial was similar, but the
monkey was required to keep holding the lever for 5 sec. After holding
the lever for 5 set, the orange juice reward was presented for 2 set (a
correct no-go trial). After the end of each trial the cab was moved to
the next place during the 30-40 set ITI, during which the monkey could
not see outside the cab, and the control phase of the next trial then
began. Place-object combinations were chosen and tested in a pseudorandom, balanced fashion so that go and no-go trials each comprised
half of the trials, but the same go or no-go response did not occur more
than four times in succession.
Place-independent simple stimulus-response association (ISA) task.
To characterize the object responsive neurons recorded in the PCA task,
most of them were also analyzed in the place-independent simple stimulus-response association (ISA) task and/or its reversal (reversed ISA).
In the ISA task, two pairs of familiar objects were associated with
go/no-go responses the same as in the PCA task, but the red object
always required go while the blue object always required no-go to obtain a reward in the ISA task (symmetrical reinforcement). The other
pair included a black object for go and a white object for no-go. In the
ISA task, the inner cab lamps were turned on throughout the trials so
the monkey could not see outside of the cab to visually identify its
location, so there was no place phase before the object phase; the time
course was the same as that of the PCA task, except that there was no
place phase (3 set) and no delay (I set) between the place and object
phase.
The object-behavioral response contingency in the ISA task was constant, so that the ISA task required simple association between the object and the behavioral response without the conditional structure of the
PCA task. It should be noticed that this task does not involve any
association between a stimulus and reinforcement, since both of the
correct go and no-go trials are symmetrically reinforced. The ISA task
and the reversed ISA task allowed comparison of neuronal responses
with those in the PCA task, since the reversed ISA was equivalent to
the PCA in position II, but without the place phase.
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Figure 1. Schema of the experimental environment and paradigm. A, Movable monkey cab. Monkey sat in a chair in a cab (0.7 X 0.8 X 0.85
m high). Front, left, and right walls of the cab were half-mirrored. Rear wall, made of steel, was equipped with two symmetrically placed cab
lamps and speakers. The upper half of the cab front wall contained a half-mirrored shutter (15 X 15 cm) just above an operant bar. A front lamp
behind the shutter illuminated an object in the bay. B, The entire apparatus was in a 5 X 6 m shielded experimental room. The cab was moved to
one of four places (place I, II, III, and 1v in a 2.5 X 2.5 m field. The place-dependent conditional stimulus-response association task (PCA task)
was imposed in places I and II. In place I, the red block indicated go behavior and the blue block, no-go. In place II, the behavioral response
contingency was reversed. Thus, there were four correct combinations, that is, place I-red-go, place I-blue-no-go, place II-red-no-go, and place
II-blue-go, all of which were symmetrically reinforced. Places III and IV were intervening places with no task, no reward, and no recording. Tele,
telemeter; Contr, controller; ATAC, microcomputer ATAC 3700; Oscillo, oscilloscope; PC98, microcomputer; Refr, refrigerator. Monkey always
faced in direction of table and Refr. C, Time sequences of PCA task. During the 3 set the cab light was off, the monkey could see the room
environment through half-mirrored walls (place phase). While the front lamp was on for 1 set, a given object was visible behind the shutter (object
phase). If the object indicated go behavior, the monkey was required to release the lever (go trial, Ca); while no-go required holding the lever (nogo trial, Cb). Details are in the text.
It should be noted that this ISA task is not categorized as the conditional spatial response task used by Rupniak and Gaffan (1987). The
behavior required of the monkey in the ISA task is only to release (go)
or hold (no-go) the response lever. Therefore, approach or withdrawal
behavior, which is required in the conditional spatial response task, is
not involved in the ISA task. Thus, spatial influence on the behavioral
response is controlled.
Training.
A monkey was first trained in the ISA task and its reversal,
which required about 1.3-2.7 weeks for 90% proficiency. It was then
trained in a modified version of the PCA task in which the intervening
and no-task places (III and IV) were not used. In the next stage, it was
trained in the proposed PCA task, which required about 3.9 months to
reach 90% proficiency, and it was finally trained in all planned tasks
(ISA and its reversal, and PCA) in succession (4.2 months to reach 93%
proficiency). After this, each monkey was overtrained for about 1.3
weeks with both the ISA, including its reversal, and PCA tasks.
It should be noted that in the initial part of the training the monkeys
were trained with the windows in the side panels open. After the monkeys could perform the task correctly more than 90% of the time, the
windows were closed and the monkey were retrained, until the monkeys
could perform the task correctly more than 90% of the time. Therefore,
the monkeys could see outside the cab during movement of the cab in
the initial training phase.
Surgery.
After completion of this training period, a head-restraining
device, a U-shaped aluminum plate was attached to the skull under
asepsis and sodium pentobarbital anesthesia (35 mg/kg, i.m.). The de-

vice was anchored with dental acrylic to stainless steel bolts inserted in
keyhole slots in the skull. During the surgery, heart and respiratory
functions, and rectal temperature were monitored on a polygraph system
(Nihon Kohden), and rectal temperature was controlled at 37 ? O.S’C
by a blanket heater. Antibiotics were administrated topically and systemically for a week to protect against infection. Two weeks after surgery, the animals were retrained. Performance criteria for the PCA and
ISA tasks were again attained in about 1.5 weeks. All monkeys were
treated in strict compliance with the policy of the National Institutes of
Health on the care of humans and laboratory animals. The amount of
time the monkey was restrained in any one daily session was usually
within 4 hr a day.
Recording.
A glass-insulated tungsten microelectrode (l-2 MR at
1000 Hz) was stereotaxically inserted vertically into the HF stepwise
by a pulse motor-driven manipulator (SM-21, Narishige). Extracellular
activity was passed through a high input impedance, preamplifier made
of a dual-channel field-effect transistor (2SK389, Toshiba Electric), amplified by a main amplifier, transmitted by a telemeter system (Nihon
Kohden), monitored on an oscilloscope, and recorded on magnetic tape
(A-614, Sony Magnescale). The neuronal activity was bandpass filtered
in both the telemetry system, with 3 dB cutoff in 100 Hz and 1 kHz,
and at the main amplifier, with 18 dB cutoff at 600 Hz and 6 kHz.
Neuronal activity was counted by a time window discriminator (EN6115, Nihon Kohden). Only neuronal activities with signal to noise
greater than 2.5: 1.O were used. To assess the accuracy of neuronal spike
isolation, the analog signal, the trigger levels,and the outputof the
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discriminator were monitored continuously on an oscilloscope during
analysis. The spikes and lever presses were recorded by an on-line
minicomputer (ATAC 3700, Nihon Kohden), and displayed as peristimums time histograms with 100 msec bins by another computer (PC9801, NEC).
Protocol for testing HF rzeurons. In almost all recording sessions, the
monkeys performed the PCA and ISA tasks 95% correct on average.
In the reversal of the ISA task, the monkey attained more than 95%
correct performance within 40 trials. Usually, task performance in the
early sessions had already attained the level of 93%, and in the later
sessions it gradually increased to about 97%. All of the data analyzed
for neuronal activity relations are based on recordings during correct
trials.
When a spontaneously active neuron was located, it was first tested
in the PCA task until at least one set of neuronal responses in all four
combinations of place, object, and behavior were recorded. The arbitrary criterion required a minimum of seven trials of each combination
with no error. Usually, more than 10 trials of each combination were
carried out to permit estimation of the responsiveness of the neuron.
Typically, the ISA task with two object pairs was then introduced, using
the black/white pair first, and then the red/blue pair, and recording these
neuronal responses until a minimum of seven responses were recorded
with no error. After an ISA task session, the PCA task results were
confirmed. After this, when convenient, a reversed ISA task was introduced, which was followed again by the PCA task.
Analysis of individual data. Spontaneous activity of each trial was
defined as the mean activity in the 2 set of the control phase that ended
500 msec before the alarm tone. Since, in some neurons, mean spontaneous activity of the same neuron was different in the PCA and ISA
tasks, the average spontaneous activity of all trials was calculated separately for the two tasks. Place phase activity of each trial was defined
as the mean activity in the first second of the place phase. During this
period, EOG indicated that neuronal activity was not correlated with
eye movement. Object phase activity of each trial was the mean activity
in the first 800 msec of the object phase. This time window was selected
because it was considered to be comparable to the mean reaction time
in a correct go trial. In this period, EOG confirmed that the eye movements of the monkey was not related to the recorded neuronal activity.
Neuronal activity during the place and object phases was analyzed
in terms of four place-object-behavior
combinations (see Place-dependent conditional stimulus-response association (PCA) task). Excitatory
or inhibitory responses during the place and object phases were considered significant if a Student’s t test of the difference between the spontaneous activity and object phase activity or the place phase activity
indicated p < 0.05. Responses among four combinations were compared by one-way ANOVA, with significance levels at p < 0.05. Each
comparison of the responses between two possible pairs of four combinations were made by the Newman-Keuls method of multiple comparisons with significance at p < 0.05.
Differential response index. To analyze population behavior of neuronal responses in the object phase, differential response indices were
introduced. The average magnitude of activity rate in response to a
given combination is the mean of the object-phase activity rate for more
than seven trials of that combination minus the average spontaneous
rate of the neuron activity. If the average object-phase neuronal response rates are R,, = red/go (at place I), R,, = blue/no-go (at place
I), R,, = red/no-go (at place II), and R,, = blue/go (at place II), the
object-differential response index (01), behavior-differential response
index (BI), and place-differential response index (PI) are defined as
follows:
01 = K&w + &,I

- (R,, + R,,M&,

BI = I@,, + R,,) ~ (R,, + R,,MR,,

+ R,, + R,, + &,)I
+ R,, + R,, + %,)I

1’1= I(&, + R,,) - CR,, + &,YKR,, + R,, + L

+ R,J

Thus, 01 reflects differences in the rates of neuronal responses in the
object phase, in terms of object color, red or blue; BI reflects behavioral
responses, go or no-go; and PI reflects the subject’s location, place I or
IT
__.
For each of these three indices, a higher value, near 1, indicates a
higher differential response, and a lower value, near 0, indicates a lower
magnitude of differential response.
Tusk speci$city index. To compare neuronal responses in the object
phase between the PCA task and the ISA task, including its reversal,
task specificity index (TSI) was introduced. TSI is defined as follows:
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TSI = (PI - ISI)I(IPI + ISI),
where P = the largest average response magnitude during the object
phase among the four combinations of the PCA task; S = the largest
average response magnitude during the object phase among the available combinations in the ISA task.
The available combinations used for S included the combination used
to calculate P. Thus, TSI reflects the task specificity of a neuron. For
example, if a neuron responded more strongly to a correct combination
in the PCA task than in the ISA task, the TSI will be nearer 1; and if
the strength of the response is similar in both tasks, the TSI will be
nearer 0. The task specificity of the responses of each neuron was based
on the following arbitrary criterion: if the absolute value of TSI was
smaller than 0.33, the neuron responded similarly in the different tasks,
and if TSI exceeds 0.33, the neuron responded more strongly in the
PCA task than in the ISA task. A TSI value of 0.33 means that P equals
2 s.
Histology. After the last recording session, several small marking
lesions were made in the HF by passing 20-30 pA of anodal current
for 40 set through an electrode placed stereotaxically and monitored by
x-ray. After that, each animal was deeply anesthetized with an overdose
of sodium uentobarbital (50 ma/kg, i.m.) and perfused transcardially
with 0.9% saline followed by lr)%-buffered formalin. The brains were
removed and cut into 50 pm sections through the HE Sections were
stained with cresyl violet, and sites of electrical lesions were determined
microscopically. The location of each recording site was then calculated
by comparing the stereotaxic coordinates of the recording sites with
those of the lesions. The positions of the HF and of the recording electrodes were checked by x-ray photography during the experiments, and
these photographs were compared with those of the marking electrodes
to verify the calculated recording sites.

Results
The activity of 329 neurons was recorded from the HF in two
monkeys while they performed the PCA task. Of these, 88
(26.8%) responded during the object phase in the PCA task and
satisfied the criterion defined under Protocol for testing HF neuron in Materials and Methods. Of these 88, 49 (14.9%) also
responded during the place phase (both-phase neurons), and 39
(11.9%) responded exclusively during the object phase (objectphase neurons). These neurons were classified according to their
responsiveness in the PCA task. The both-phase neurons were
classified into three subgroups; specific-combination,
behaviordifferential, and nondifferential.
The object-phase neurons were
also classified into three subgroups: specific-combination,
object-differential,
and nondifferential.
Both-phase

neurons

Specijic-combination
neurons. Of the 49 both-phase neurons, 8
(2.4%; 8 excited, 0 inhibited)
responded significantly
more
strongly during the object phase in one specific combination of
object, place, and required behavior in the PCA task than in the
other three combinations
(specific-combination
both-phase neurons). Another characteristic of this type of neuron was their
differential response to outside views during the place phase. A
typical example of this type of neuron is shown in Figure 2. The
neuron responded during the object phase, to the specific combination of the red block, place II, and no-go (Fig. 2Aa-d,f); 01
= 0.288, BI = 0.410, PI = 0.602. It also responded more strongly to the outside view from place II than from place I (Fig. 2Aae). In the reversed ISA task, this neuron did not respond to the
combination
of red/no-go (Fig. 2C,D), although the object-behavioral response contingency was the same as in the PCA task
(TSI = O.Si3). This indicates that the selective response to the
combination
of red object and no-go response in the PCA task
is further constrained by the subject’s location upon which the
object-behavioral
response contingency was conditional.
Thus,

this neuron responded to the conditional association of object,
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Figure 2. Responses of a typical specific-combination both-phase neuron. A, Neuronal activity in the PCA task. u-d, Rastergrams (upper) and
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response combination.
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combination. Dashed lines correspond to spontaneous neuronal activity during the task (see Analysis of individual data in Materials and Methods).
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behavior, and subject’s location. Also, this neuron did not respond to any object in the original ISA task (Fig. 2B,D).
Of eight both-phase specific combination neurons, five had
memory-related activity during a 1 set delay period between the
place and the object phases, as was reported previously
(O’Keefe and Speakman, 1987). In the case of the neuron shown
in Figure 2, the neuronal responses in place II continued into
the delay period (Ac,d). The average activity during the 1 set
delay period following presentation of place II was 3.2 & 0.4
spikes/set, while that following presentation of place I was 1.2
? 0.2 spikes/set. The difference in neuronal activity during the
delay period based on the preceding place phase was statistically
significant 0, < 0.01, Student’s t test). However, the responses
during the object phase in the specific combination in which a
given both-phase specific combination neuron had the largest
responses were not ascribed to memory-related activity following the place phase. The responses during the object phase in
that specific combination were significantly larger than those
during the delay period (p < 0.01, paired t test).
Another characteristic of the specific-combination both-phase
neuron was that the location where the place-phase response
occurred was significantly correlated to the location where the
object-phase response occurred, as depicted in Figure 2. The
activity in the place phase at the location where the object-phase
responses occurred was significantly greater than that at the location where object-phase responses did not occur (p < 0.01,
paired t test). But this was not true of the other both-phase neurons such as the behavior-differential both-phase and the nondifferential both-phase neurons.
Behavior-dij$erential neurons. Responses of 16 out of 49
both-phase neurons were correlated in the object phase (4.9%;
14 excited, 2 inhibited) to the behavior required, regardless of
the kind of stimulation or the subject’s location (behavior-differential neurons). Usually the responses of these neurons in the
place phase were not significantly different. An example of a
behavior-differential neuron is shown in Figure 3. This neuron
had significantly stronger responses to the no-go stimulus in the
object phase of the PCA task, regardless of the object or the
subject’s location (Fig. 3Aa-d,f); 01 = 0.100, BI = 0.697, and
PI = 0.089. On the other hand, responses of this neuron in the
place phase of the PCA task were not significantly different (Fig.
3Aa-e). This neuron also responded more strongly to the no-go
stimulus in the object phase of the ISA task, regardless of the
object (Fig. 3B,D). In the reversal version of the ISA task, this
neuron responded differentially to the no-go stimulus after full
acquisition, although the same stimulus objects were used (Fig.
3C,D). These responses were not specific to a task, because they
were similar in both the PCA and the ISA tasks (TSI = 0.100).
Thus, neuronal activity of this neuron is differentially associated
with the behavioral response contingency of the object, regardless of the object or the task.
Nondifferential neurons. Responses of 25 of the 49 bothphase neurons (7.6%, 21 excited, 4 inhibited) were not signifi-
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cantly different among the four combinations in both phases
(nondifferential both-phase neurons). An example is shown in
Figure 4. This neuron responded nondifferentially in the place
phase to outside views from locations I and II (Fig. 4Aa-e); and
nondifferentially in the object phase to both objects, regardless
of behavioral response contingency or the subject’s location in
the PCA task (Fig. 4Aa-d,f); 01 = 0.027, BI = 0.001, PI =
0.070. This neuron also responded nondifferentially to four objects in the ISA task (Fig. 4B) and responded similarly in both
the PCA task and the ISA task (TSI = 0.136). Thus, this neuron
was not specific to the PCA task.
Object-phase neurons
SpeciIc-combination neurons. Of the 39 object-phase neurons,
9 (2.7%) responded to an object when it was in one of two
places that indicated go or no-go; that is, its response depended
on some specific combination of object, place, and required behavior in the PCA task (specific-combination object-phase neurons). Figure 5 shows an example of a typical specific-combination object-phase neuron. This neuron responded during the
object phase, to the specific combination of the blue block, place
II, and go response (Fig. SAa-d,f); 01 = 0.613, BI = 0.578, PI
= 0.415, but did not respond during the place phase to the
change of the outside view (Fig. SAa-e). In the reversed ISA
task, this neuron did not respond to the combination of blue/go
(Fig. 5C,D), although the object-behavioral response contingency was the same as those in the PCA task (TSI = 0.922). This
indicates that, as in the case of the neuron in Figure 2, the selective neuronal response to the combination of blue object and
go response in the PCA task was further constrained by the
subject’s location upon which the object-behavioral response
contingency was conditional, so this neuron responded to the
conditional association of an object, some required behavior and
the subject’s location. Also, this neuron did not respond to any
object in the original ISA task (Fig. 5B,D).
Object-differential neurons. Of the 39 object-phase neurons,
12 (3.6%; 12 excited, 0 inhibited) responded differentially in the
object phase, regardless of the behavioral response that an object
indicated, or of the subject’s location (object-differential neurons). Figure 6 is an example of typical object-differential neurons. The neuron in Figure 6 had significant differential responses to a red block in the object phase of the PCA task,
regardless of the behavioral response contingency or the subject’s location (Fig. 6Aa-d,f); 01 = 0.796, BI = 0.020, and PI
= 0.067. This neuron had no significant responses in the place
phase of the PCA task (Fig. 6Aa-e), and disappeared or diminished its response to the red object in the ISA task (Fig. 6B,D)
as well as in the reversal version of the ISA task (Fig. 6C,D).
Thus, these neuronal responses are specific to the PCA task,
because they occurred specifically in the PCA and not in the
ISA task (TSI = 0.730). These PCA task-specific object-differential responses were not constrained by the subject’s location
upon which the object-behavioral response contingency was

t
This neuron responded in the place phase differentially to outside views of place II, and responded in the object phase differentially to one specific
combination; place II-red block-no-go response. 01 = 0.288, BI = 0.410, PI = 0.602. B, Neuronal activity in the ISA task. a-d, Cumulative 100
msec bin, 10 trial histogram of neuronal activity during a trial of each object-behavioral response combination. C, Neuronal activity in reversal of
the ISA task after full acquisition. a and b, Cumulative 100 msec bin, 10 trial histograms of neuronal activity during a trial of each object-behavioral
response combination. D, Histogram of object phase activity in response to each object-behavioral response combination in the original and reversed
lines correspond to spontaneous neuronal activity during the task. This neuron did not respond in the ISA task or its reversal; so
ISA task. Dashed
it responded specifically in the PCA and not in the ISA task. TSI = 0.813.
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conditional, because neuronal responses to the same object occurred in both locations (Fig. 6Aa,c). This result indicates that
the conditional structureof the PCA taskrather than the subject’s
location, is what constrainedthe responsesof this neuron.
Nondiferential
neurons. Of the 39 object-phaseneurons 18
(5.5%; 13 excited, 5 inhibited) were nondifferential: they respondedto all objects presentedin the object phase(nondifferential object-phaseneurons).
Population
Differential

data
response

index. Figure 7A is a three-dimensional
plot of 01, BI, and PI of each recorded both-phaseneuron. The
groups of nondifferential (O), behavior-differential (A), and
specific-combinationneurons (0) are segregated.The population of specific-combinationboth-phaseneurons was relatively
high 01, BI, and PI; the centric point is 01 = 0.478, BI = 0.466,
PI = 0.572. Neuronsin this group respondedselectively to specific combinationsof object, required behavior, and location in
the PCA task. The population of behavior-differential neurons
had a relatively high BI, but other indices are low; the centric
point is 01 = 0.049, BI = 0.704, PI = 0.063. The population
of nondifferential both-phaseneuronshad relatively low 01, BI,
andPI; the centric point is 01 = 0.057, BI = 0.051, PI = 0.037.
Figure 7B showsthe object-phaseneuron population. Among
these neurons,the nondifferential (0) object-differential (V),
and specific-combination (0) neurons were segregated.The
population of specific-combinationobject-phaseneuronshad relatively high 01, BI, and PI; the centric point was 01 = 0.548,
BI = 0.516, PI = 0.537. Theseresultswere similar to those for
specific-combinationboth-phaseneurons.The population of object-differential neurons had relatively high 01, but the other
indiceswere low; the centric point was01 = 0.633, BI = 0.048,
PI = 0.053. Thus, these neuronal responsesreflect object differences.The population of the nondifferential object-phaseneurons had relatively low 01, BI, and PI; the centric point was 01
= 0.037, BI = 0.044, PI = 0.056.
Segregationof the differential responseindicesof eachneuron
type in Figure 7 supportsthe choice of categoriesof neurons;
nondifferential both-phase, behavior-differential, specific-combination both-phase,nondifferential object-phase,object-differential, and specific-combinationobject-phase.Table 1 summarizes the characteristicsof the neuron types.
We also analyzed the neuronal responsesof both types of
specific-combinationneuronsin the object-phase,basedon twoway ANOVA, in which one factor is the monkey’slocation, and
the other is the stimulusfor go versus no-go (p < 0.05). The
results in Figure 7 showing that specific-combinationneurons
had high PI and BI imply that, in two-way ANOVA, interaction
of place and behavior would be significant. Consistently,all specific-combination both-phase(n = 8) and specific-combination
object-phaseneurons (n = 9) had significant main effects and
interactions (p < 0.05). Average + SEM of the percentageof
the variance accounted for by the significant main effects (the
subject’slocation, PL; and go or no-go, GN) and/or interactions
(PLXGN) obtainedin the two-way ANOVA are, for the specific-combination both-phase,PL = 27.5 2 4.8(%), GN = 21.7
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t 3.6(%), PLXGN = 24.5 ? 4.5(%); specific-combinationobject-phase, PL = 22.4 + 2.6(%), GN = 20.1 rt 2.9(%),
PLXGN = 22.9 2 3.9(%).
Task speci$city index. Histogramsof TSI distribution of each
neuronaltype of both-phaseneuron are presentedin Figure 8A.
The distribution is bimodal. There is one group with relatively
low values around TSI = 0, which is composedmainly of nondifferential neuronsand behavior-differential neurons.The other
group with TSI > 0.6, is composedmainly of specific-combination neurons.Based on our criteria, all specific-combination
both-phaseneurons(seven of seventested, 100%) either disappeared or distinctly diminished in their responsesin the ISA
task, but few behavior-differential neurons(1 of 14 tested,7.1%)
and nondifferential both-phaseneurons (1 of 19 tested, 5.3%)
distinctly changed their responsesbetween the two tasks. This
suggeststhat the population of specific-combinationneuronsis
more specific to the PCA task. Among the three neuronaltypes,
there was significant difference in TSI values (one-way ANOVA; F(2,37) = 35,385, ? < 0.0001). The post hoc test indicated that the mean value of the specific-combinationneurons
was significantly larger than those of the behavior-differential
and nondifferential both-phaseneurons(Newman-Keuls test, p
< 0.001). This indicates that the specific-combinationneurons
respondedmore specifically than other neuron types in the PCA
task.
Figure 8B plots bimodal histogramsof responsesof the object-phaseneuron population. The group around TSI = 0 consistedmainly of nondifferential neurons,whereasthe group with
TSI > 0.33, were mainly object-differential neuronsand specific-combination neurons.Basedon our criteria, many object-differential neurons(8 of 12 tested, 75%) and most specific-combination object-phaseneurons(7 of 8 tested, 87.5%) distinctly
diminished or eliminated their responses,whereasfew nondifferential object-phaseneurons (1 of 14 tested, 7.1%) changed
responsesbetweenthe two tasks.As was true of the both-phase
neurons,there were significant differencesin TSI values among
the three neuronal types (one-way ANOVA; F(2,31) = 16.068,
p < 0.0001). The post hoc test confirmed that the object-differential and the specific-combination neurons had significantly
higher TSIs (Newman-Keuls test, p < O.OOOl),indicating that
theseneuronsrespondedspecifically in the PCA task, while nondifferential object-phaseneuronswere lessspecific.
Theseresults,when extendedto the whole population of specific-combination neuronsand object-differential neurons,indicate two kinds of constraint on HF neuronal responses.One is
the subject’slocation; high TSI of two types of specific-combination neuronsindicatesthat they respondedspecifically or predominately in the PCA task, not in the ISA task, although the
same stimuli with the samebehavioral responsecontingency
were utilized. It follows that theseneuronalresponsesto an object with a specific behavioral responsecontingency were constrainedby the subject’slocation upon which the object-behavioral responsecontingency was conditional, and thus, reflects
conditional associationof object, behavior, and subject’slocation.
Another constraint is the conditional structure of the task it-

t
Figure 3. Responses
of a tvpical behavior-differential
neuron, All figure descriptions are the same as Figure 2

except that Cu and b are for five
the place phase, and differentially-to no-go in the object phase,
trials. A, This neuron responded in both place and object phases, nondifferentiallyin
regardless of the kind of object or the subject’s location. 01 = 0.100,BI = 0.697,PI = 0.089.B-D, Thisneuronalsoresponded
differentiallyin
no-go trials, regardless of the kind of object, and responded similarly in the PCA and ISA tasks; TSI = 0.100.
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self; a high TSI for an object-differential neuron indicates that
it responded specifically or predominately in the PCA task,
which had a conditional structure, and not in the ISA task, which
required simple object-behavioral response association. This effect could not be attributed to place, because those neuronal
responses occurred regardless of the subject’s location (the average PI is 0.051, while 01 = 0.614). We will discuss these
constraints on HF neuron responses in more detail, later.
Average spontaneous activity. The mean value ? SEM of the
spontaneous activity of each type of neuronal population is
shown in Table 1. The average spontaneous activity of the two
types of nondifferential neurons (both-phase, 10.76 + 1.42
spikeslsec; object-phase, 9.64 ? 1.84 spikeslsec) was high, but
the average spontaneous activity of the behavior-differential neurons (2.88 + 0.52 spikes/set), the object-differential neurons
(2.58 ? 0.96 spikes/set), and the two types of specific-combination neurons (both-phase, 3.58 + 1.23 spikes/set; objectphase, 3.01 2 0.94 spikeslsec) were low. The average spontaneous activity (2.93 + 0.39 spikes/set) of the differential neurons (behavior-differential, object-differential, and two types of
specific-combination neurons) was significantly lower than that
(10.24 + 1.21 spikes/set) of the two types of nondifferential
neurons (two sample t test with Welch’s correction, p < 0.0001).
Response latency. Distribution of the response latencies in the
object phase of the PCA task are depicted in Figure 9A for bothphase neurons and in Figure 9B for object-phase neurons. The
mean latency (27 1.9 2 7.7 msec) of the differential neuron populations (behavior-differential, object-differential, and two types
of specific-combination neurons) was significantly longer than
that (145.7 + 4.6 msec) of two types of nondifferential neuron
populations (two sample t test with Welch’s correction, p <
0.0001).
The average response latency of each neuronal type is described in Table 1. There were significant differences in the latencies among six subgroups [one-way ANOVA; F(5,74) =
62.578, p < O.OOOl]. The post hoc analysis of the latencies of
six subgroups indicated three groups with different latencies as
follows (Newman-Keuls
test, p < 0.001). The response latenties of the two types of nondifferential neurons were short (bothphase, 141.9 f 5.0 msec; object-phase, 150.6 2 8.3 msec), but
the response latencies of the object-differential neurons (293.3
+ 12.0 msec) and the two types of specific-combination neurons
were relatively long (both-phase, 304.3 + 18.0 msec; objectphase, 297.5 & 11.6 msec). The response latency of the behavior-differential neuron was intermediate (228.8 ? 8.9 msec).
Locations of neuronal types. Figure 10 shows the locations of
recorded neurons. Neurons were located throughout the hippocampus proper including the subfields CA1 (n = 82) and CA3
(n = loo), the dentate gyrus (n = 95), the subicular complex
(n = 36), and the parahippocampal gyrus (n = 16). Open
squares (0) and filled squares (U) correspond to neurons that
had, respectively, excitatory and inhibitory responses in the object phase of the PCA task. Dots (m) are nonresponsive neurons.
Figure 11 shows the location of each neuron type. The types as
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described are nondifferential both-phase (m), behavior-differential (v), specific-combination both-phase (a), nondifferential
object-phase (O), object-differential (V), and specific-combination object-phase (0). They were diffusely distributed in the
HF and the parahippocampal gyrus. There was little tendency to
segregate in the dentate gyrus and the hippocampus proper CA1
and CA3, but they were scattered. In the subicular complex and
the parahippocampal cortex, we found no specific-combination
nor object differential neurons, although the sample examined
was small. Table 2 summarizes the numbers, and locations of
the neuron types.
Discussion
Characteristics of the PCA task
In the present study, most specific-combination and object-differential neurons fired specifically or predominately in the PCA
than in the ISA task. In the PCA task, a subject’s location was
the condition upon which the object-behavioral response association depended. We carefully designed the PCA and ISA tasks
to match physical inputs to the sensory system (object presentation), and the required behavior was the same in both tasks.
Therefore, the difference in sensitivity to the task could not be
ascribed to differences in sensory stimulation nor to required
motor responses. The difference between the two tasks was that
in the PCA task the object-behavioral response contingency was
conditional upon the subject’s location, whereas in the ISA task,
it was constant and independent of location.
To avoid vestibular cues in the PCA task, we introduced places III and IV with no task. Also, the cab was moved in random
directions. We confirmed that behavior was affected by the outside view but not by the vestibular cues due to the movement.
In one experiment, the cab lights were on throughout the 3 set
place phase so the monkey could not see the outside view; it
could thus not use visual sensory input to determine its location.
In this control experiment, the monkey’s correct performance in
the PCA task fell to 52%. This indicates that the monkeys did
not rely on vestibular cues in the PCA task.
The monkey might, however, solve the PCA task by using the
outside view as a complex visual stimulus, without using location cues. It is difficult to eliminate this possibility, since that
would require the monkey to navigate itself around the experimental area, as reported in the studies of rat place cells (O’Keefe
and Dostrovsky, 1971; McNaughton et al., 1983; Muller and
Kubie, 1987). Data to date indicate that most of the responses
of place-related neurons reported in the monkey have depended
on external visual cues (Ono et al., 1993a,b). It was also reported
that transection of the monkey fornix caused a deficit in conditional discrimination learning based on the room view (Gaffan
and Harrison, 1989). This deficit appeared only when the salient
objects in a view were the same, but the spatial relation between
them were different. In the present study, the salient objects in
the outside view during the place phase were constant. Spatial
information processing to code a subject’s location, or the outside view is important for resolving a PCA task.

t
combination. Dashed lines correspond to spontaneous neuronal activity during the task. This neuron responded in both place and object phases but
not significantly differently for each combination; 01 = 0.027, BI = 0.001, PI = 0.067. B, Neuronal activity in the ISA task. a and b, Cumulative
100 msec bin, seven-trial histogram of neuronal activity during a trial. Black object-go trials and white object-no-go trials are represented. c,
Histogram of the object phase activity for each object-behavioral response combination. Dashed lines correspond to spontaneous neuronal activity
during the task. This neuron also responded, but nonsignificantly, to each combination. Responses of this neuron were similar in the PCA and the
ISA tasks: TSI = 0.136.
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Figure
5. Responses of a typical specific-combination object-phase neuron. All figure descriptions are the same as for Figure 2, except that all
data are for seven trials. A, This neuron did not respond in the place phase, but responded differentially in the object phase to one specific
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Influence of associationstructure and/or the subject’s location
on HF neuron responses

sociation did not occur in the ISA task, which lacked spatial
information.
In addition, these neuronal responses were observed only in specific locations. Recently, we reported placerelated neurons in the monkey HF (Ono et al., 1991, 1993a,b),
the activity of which depended on the subject’s location. Using
a paradigm in which the monkey could change the location of
the cab while performing
an operant task, we found several
types of neurons, including one that changed activity when the
subject changed location, and one that responded differently to

Location of the monkey clearly affected HF neuronal responsiveness in the present study. One possibility is that location is
the primary concern of the HF as argued by O’Keefe and Nadel
(1978). Consistent with this view, association of spatial information based on the subject’s location seemed to be an important
determinant for two types of specific-combination
neurons since
neuronal responses to the same object-behavioral
response as-

Table 1. Number, average spontaneous activity, and average response latency of each type of
visually responsive neurons in the PCA task

N (E. I)

Average spontaneous
activitv (sDikes/sec)

Average response
latency in the
obiect Dhase (msec)
196.84 + ll.l6(n
= 44)
141.90 + 5.01 (n = 21)

Both-phase neurons
Nondifferential
Behavior-differential
Specific-combination

49
25(E = 21,1 = 4)
16(E = 14,1 = 2)
8 (E = 8, I = 0)

10.76
2.88
3.58

+ 1.42 (n = 25)
+ 0.52 (n = 16)
T 1.23 (n = 8)

228.75
304.29

k 8.89 (n = 16)
k 17.98 (n = 7)

Object-phase neurons
Nondifferential
Object-differential
Specific-combination

39
18 (E = 13, I = 5)
12(E = 12,1 = 0)

6.20
9.64
2.58

k l.l4(n
= 39)
2 1.84(n
= 18)
L 0.96 (n = 12)

222.50
150.63
293.33

k 14.41 (n = 36)
k 8.34 (n = 16)
2 12.02(n
= 12)

Total

88

E, excitatory;

I, inhibitory.

9

7.02

(E = 9, I = 0)

2

1.03 (n = 49)

3.01 * 0.94 (n = 9)

297.50

? 11.61 (n = 8)

6.65

208.57

k 9.02

+ 0.76 (n = 88)

(n = 80)
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8. TSI distributions of both-phase and object-phase neuron
populations. Frequency histograms of TSI. A, Both-phase neurons. Two
groups appear, one around TSI = 0, composed mainly of nondifferential
neurons and behavior-differential neurons. The other, composed mainly
of specific-combination neurons, has a few neurons with TSI higher
than 0.33. B, Object-phase neurons. Two groups also appear here: one
is around TSI = 0, composed mainly of nondifferential neurons and a
few of object-differential neurons; the other is a group with TSI higher
than 0.33, composed mainly of specific-combination and object-differential neurons.
Figure

the presentedobject in different locations. Activity of two types
of specific-combinationneurons in the present study was consistentwith that of one type of the previously reported neurons,
since the neuronal activity of both dependedon both the task
cue presentationand the particular location of the subject. In
particular, the object-phaseactivity of specific-combinationbothphaseneuronswascorrelated with place-phaseactivity, asin the
place phase,significantly greateractivity occurredat the location
where the object-phaseresponsesoccurred than that at the location where no object-phaseresponsesoccurred. This neuron
type had characteristicssimilar to those of the place and task
neuronspreviously reported (Ono et al., 1993b). However, the
presentstudy required explicit associationbetweenplace, object,
and behavioral response.The present results indicate that the
subject’slocation relatesHF neuron responsesto object-behavior associationwhen spatial information basedon the subject’s
location is imposedas a condition.

100

200

Response

300

400

msac

latency

Figure
9. Response latencies of both-phase and object-phase neuron
populations. Frequency histograms of response latency in the object
phase of the PCA task. A, Both-phase neurons. The response latencies
of nondifferential neurons are short (141.9 + 5.0 msec, mean + SEM),
while those of specific-combination neurons are relatively long (304.3
? 18.0 msec). The behavior-differential neurons are intermediate
(228.8 5 8.9 msec). B, Object-phase neurons. The response latencies
of nondifferential neurons are short (150.6 + 8.3 msec), while those
of object-differential (293.3 ? 12.0 msec) and specific-combination
(297.5 + 11.6 msec) neurons are relatively long.

The object-differential neurons also preferentially responded
in the PCA task. The difference between the PCA and the ISA
task wasthat the place phaseprecededthe object phase,andthat
the behavioral responsecontingency were conditional upon the
place-object relation in the PCA, but there was no place phase
in the ISA task. The PCA task was performed only in placesI
andII. Therefore, object-differential responsesmight alsoreflect
covert place-object relation. That is, object-differential neurons
might respondto a specific object shown only in places I and
II.
Another possibility for preferential responsesof this type of
neuronsin the PCA task is that location itself is not primary,
but might be consideredto be part of the condition for the PCA
task, like any other nonspatialcomplex condition, as arguedby
Cohen and Eichenbaum (1992), and Sutherland and Rudy
(1989). In the present study, many object-differential neuronal
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Figure 10. Locations of neurons recorded in the PCA task. Recorded neurons were located in the hippocampus
proper including the subfields CA1 (n
= 82) and CA3 (n = loo), the dentate
gyrus (n = 95), the subicular complex
(n = 36), and the parahippocampal gyrns (n = 16). Excitatory (II) and inhibitory (H) neurons responded in the
object phase of the PCA task. Dot (a),
nonresponsive neurons.

PH

responses that were independentof location were exclusively or
predominately elicited in the PCA task. Since the PCA task is
conditional and the ISA task is simple,the associativestructure
of the conditional PCA paradigmis more complicatedthan that
of the ISA task. This suggeststhat the responsesof HF neurons
are highly constrainedby the conditional structure of the task.
These two lines of results are not independent,but might be
interpreted in a common conceptual framework of associative
learning (Sutherlandand Rudy, 1989; Eichenbaumet al., 1990).
Recent studieshave led to a consensusthat the HF is one of
structuresessentialto internal representationof space(O’Keefe
and Nadel, 1978; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). However,
nonspatialmemory also depends on the hippocampus (Scoville
and Milner, 1957; Mishkin, 1978; Rudy and Sutherland, 1989;
Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1990). This might be explained by the
HF being essentialto certain memory attributes that are especially prominent in, but not unique to, spatial learning and
memory (Sutherlandand Rudy, 1989; Eichenbaumet al., 1990).
Eichenbaumand his colleagues(1990) insistthat the HF is necessarywhen a task has highly associativedemands,and intro-

-

0
n
.

Excitatory response
Inhibitory response
Non-response

duction of a spatialfactor into a task makesit highly associative,
since spatial coding itself requirescomplicated associationsbetween many stimulus items located in various positions in the
environment. This might generalize the HF representationof
spacein terms of associativelearning.
Functional

subpopulations

in HF circuitry

Reports of rat HF singleunit studieshave proposedat least two
types of neuronsthat can be distinguishedfunctionally (Fox and
Ranck, 1981): one type includes complex spike cells that are
regarded as the principal cells in HF circuitry. This type has a
typically low spontaneousfiring rate and fires in characteristic
spike trains (complex spikes),in the mannertime-locked to the
theta rhythmic activity, when responding.Place cells are included in this group. The other group includesthe so-called ‘theta’
cells. Theta cells have relatively higher spontaneousfiring rates
and fire in burststhat are time-locked to the theta rhythmic activity. Thus far, much evidencesupportsthe conclusionthat most
theta cells are broadly tuned to space (Kubie

et al., 1990) or not

spatially selective (Jung and McNaughton, 1993). Theta cells
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Table 2. Number and location of each type of visually responsive
neurons in the PCA task
DG

CA3

CA1

Both-phase neurons
Nondifferential
Behavior-differential
Specific-combination

14
8
4
2

18
8
6
4

14
I

Object-phase neurons
Nondifferential
Object-differential
Specific-combination

12
6
2
4

Nonresponsive neurons
Total
DG, dentate gyrus;

SUB PH

Total

3
2

0
0

49
25

5

1

0

16

2

0

0

8

16
6
7
3

9
4
3
2

0
0
0
0

2
2
0
0

39

69

66

59

33

14

241

95

100

82

36

16

329

SUB, subicular

complex;

PH, parahippocampal

18

12
9

gyrus.

Figure II. Locations of neuronal
types analyzed for the PCA task. Nondifferential both-phase (m), behaviordifferential (V), specific-combination
both-phase (O), nondifferential objectphase (O), object-differential (V), and
specific-combination object-phase (0)
neurons, were diffusely distributed in
the all structures of the hippocampus
proper, including the subfields CA 1 and
CA3, the dentate gyrus, the subicular
complex, and the parahippocampal gylllS.

have been considered to correspond to inhibitory interneurons
(McNaughton
and Morris, 1987).
The activity recorded from the monkey HF in the present
study could not be simply classified in terms of the ‘theta cell’
versus the ‘complex spike cell’ found in rodents (Ranck, 1973;
Fox and Ranck, 1981). This is consistent with some previous
primate studies (Halgren et al., 1978; Rolls et al., 1989). However, it was also shown, in the present study, that a subpopulation of two types of nondifferential
neurons and a subpopulation
of differential neurons differed in their average spontaneous activities and their response latencies (Fig. 9, Table 1). Spike duration in these two groups also tended to be different: average
spike duration (defined as interval between negative and positive
peaks as in McNaughton
et al., 1983) for the differential neurons
was 274.00 t 9.17 psec, while it was 220.03 f 6.01 psec for
the nondifferential
neurons (wave form was distorted since
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bandpass filtered both in the telemetry system and at the main
amplifier; see Materials and Methods). Most responses of differential neurons, other than the behavior-differential
neurons,
occurred specifically in the PCA task, whereas most nondifferential neurons responded similarly in both the PCA and ISA
tasks (see Fig. 8). There seem to be two functionally
distinct
object-responsive
neuron types in the HF: one type includes
most of the differential neurons observed in the PCA task, and
the other includes most of the nondifferential
neurons.
A configuration
that includes two type of neurons, one with
a sharply tuned profile and the other broadly responsive, is important to model HF representation of the distributed association
matrix memory (Man; 1971; McNaughton
and Morris, 1987).
Two categories of object-responsive
neurons described in the
present study may correspond to the complex spike cells and
theta cells reported from rodent HF studies, although there are
some differences between the firing properties of the neurons in
rodents and primates. Identification
of each subpopulation
of
neurons and their correspondence
to the principal cells or the
interneurons
are important to the analysis of HF circuitry; few
primate unit studies satisfy these requirements.
Both differential
neurons and nondifferential
neurons were
diffusely distributed throughout the HE However, we could find
no specific-combination
nor object-differential
neurons in the
subicular complex (Table 2), which receives outputs from the
CA1 subfield where such specific neurons were observed. This
sparing of specific-combination
and object-differential
neurons
in the subicular complex in the present study might be partly
ascribed to the small number of data sampled. Alternatively,
it
is possible that the pyramidal cells in the CA1 subfield could
send information directly outside the HE It is reported the direct
projections from the CA1 subfield to the entorhinal and prefrontal cortices (Amaral et al., 1984; Room and Groenewegen,
1986;
Jay and Witter, 1991).

to stimulus-behavioral
response association were fairly rare (Tamura et al., 1989). These results may indicate time-limited
involvement of the HF at the neuronal level.
It should be noted that the association structure implicit in the
above two studies were relatively simple since they did not include a spatial factor or a conditional
relation. When an association structure is highly complicated, as in the case of the PCA
task, there might be no time-limited
involvement of the HF, as
discussed below. In the present study, we used the same completely familiar pairs of objects as stimuli in both the PCA and
the ISA tasks. In these trials, neuronal responses to the same
object with the same behavioral response contingency differed,
depending on the nature of the task. Two types of specific-combination neurons and object-differential
neurons responded more
strongly in the PCA task with complex association structure than
in the location-independent
ISA task with simple association
structure. None of the neurons tested responded in the ISA task
only. These results were consistent with those in the lesion study
by Kim and Fanselow (1992). In that study, deficits in rats with
HF lesions were evident only when complex combinations
of
contextual stimuli were presented, but not in simple conditionedstimulation tasks. Thus, it is proposed that time-limited
involvement of the HF also depends on association structure and/or
spatial involvement in the task. That is, as the association structure becomes more complicated,
memory of such a complex
association will dwell more in the HF. If so, the HF could be
involved in an ongoing cognitive process in a situation that requires solving an extremely complex association structure.
As our present study shows, the HF is involved in the underlying structure of the cognitive process. In this setting, this kind
of experimental
manipulation
of task structure may provide an
useful assessment of the behavior of neurons, not only in the
HE but also in other structures in the limbic system.

Functional role of the HF

Amaral DG, Insausti R (1990) Hippocampal formation. In: The human
nervous system (Paxinos G, ed), pp 71 l-755. San Diego, CA: Academic.
Amaral DG, Insausti R, Cowan WM (1984) The commissural connections of the monkey hippocampal formation. J Comp Neurol 224:

It is well known that HF damage in animals and humans causes
anterograde amnesia and temporally graded retrograde amnesia
(Zola-Morgan
et al., 1986; Zola-Morgan
and Squire, 1990).
Study of HF lesioned monkeys indicates that the time span over
which memory depends on the HF is about 1.5 months in the
case of delayed retention
of object-discrimination
learning
(Zola-Morgan
and Squire, 1990). Those studies indicated a timelimited role of the HF in mnemonic processing. The HF is likely
to be involved in the early formation and storage of memory,
whereas stable long-term memory may be stored in the association cortices. Furthermore,
in the rat, there was evidence that
memory of the association of electric shock with some specific
combination
of polymodal contextual stimulation was disrupted
in a temporally graded manner by HF damage, although memory
for the association of the same electric shock with a unimodal
(tone) sensory stimulus remained intact (Kim and Fanselow,
1992). This may indicate that the temporal range of HF dependence is related to the association structure of the task (see below).
In a task that required a conditional
stimulus-behavioral
response association, a large population of HF neurons responded
to a particular association in the task (Miyashita et al., 1989).
In that study, the subject was required to acquire a conditional
association between the behavioral response and an unfamiliar
junk image stimulus that was changed for every session. In a
task similar to this, but using familiar stimuli, neuronal responses
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